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Abstract 

This paper describes a 51.2 GOPS video recognition 
processor that provides a cost effective device solution 
for vision based ICC (Intelligent Cruise Control) appli- 
cations. By integrating 128 4-way VLIW processing el- 
ements into a single chip based on a SIMD linear array 
architecture, and operating in 100 MHz, the processor 
achieves to  provide a computation power enough for a 
weather robust lane mark and vehicle detection func- 
tion written in a high level programming language, to  
run in video rate. 

1 Introduction 

Video recognition for timing crucial ICC applica- 
tions of the ITS (Intelligent Transport System) fields 
requires not only high computation performance but 
also high programmability due to  the necessity of using 
various recognition algorithms for coping with change 
of situations and change of sizes and appearances of 
target objects such as vehicles, lane marks and ob- 
stacles. Existing microprocessors and DSPs provide 
high programmability but fail to  offer enough per- 
formance due to  the lack of sufficient architectural 
support for the required pixel parallelism and non- 
continuous memory access, while dedicated hardware 
such as ASICs and FPGAs, although can provide suf- 
ficient computation performance, have to  devote die 
spaces to each particular recognition algorithm pre- 
pared for coping with exclusively existing situations 
such as driving a t  highway versus local streets, or s t o p  
and-go versus normal cruise. An integrated memory 
array processor for car electronics (IMAP-CE) charac- 
terized by the following 1) to 4) provides both high per- 
formance and high programmability for ICC applica- 
tions. 1) parallel execution by a multiple of 128 SIMD 
4-way VLIW processing elements (PEs), 2) parallel al- 
gorithm design based on a linear and loop back P E  
connection and the ability of simultaneous access of 
data located in different memory address by each P E  
(indexed addressing), 3) automatic background video 
data mapping to  each P E  by an asynchronous shift 
register (SR) structure, 4) an optimizing extended C 
compiler that generates fully efficient codes, together 
with a user friendly visual programming tool for parti- 
tioning computation between host PC and IMAP-CE. 

2 Hardware Design Features 

IMAP-CE is based on a SIMD processor array 
architecture, which is supposed to  be one of the 
most powerful parallel architecture for parallel image 
processing[l][2], and which enables the design of a com- 
pact and high performance system. Figure 1 shows 
both the chip specifications and the block diagram. 
The chip is a fourth generation of a series of SIMD lin- 
ear processor array designed by the author's group[3]- 
[5 ] .  Beside integrating a SIMD processor array of 128 
8bit PEs in a single chip, standard external bus in- 
terfaces such as PC1 and I2C, a CPU bus interface 
for NEC V series microprocessors, and a SDRAM con- 
troller are also unified. These external interfaces facil- 
itate IMAP-CE to be used as a compact video recog- 
nition engine for embedded systems. 

Figure 1: Chip Specification and Block Diagram 
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2.1 Parallel Execution by 128 VLIW PEs 

128 FUSC type 4way VLIW PEs are connected in 
series to form a one-dimensional SIMD linear proces- 
sor array (LPA), where leftmost PE is connected to 
the rightmost PE. Each PE is consisted of a 2K byte 
RAM block as local memory, 24 8-bit general purpose 
registers, two 1-bit mask registers for PE activity con- 
trol, four 8-bit shift-registers (SRs), two 8-bit ALUs 
and a multiplier. Each PE executes up to 4 instruc- 
tions per clock cycle to provide a peak performance of 
51.2 GOPS in a single chip, or up to 819.2 GOPS in 
a cascade connected 16 chip configuration at 100MHz. 
The Control Processor (CP) within the Control Unit is 
a 16-bit RISC processor which provides instructions to 
the LPA. The CP issues up to 4 instructions per clock 
cycle, within which up to one instruction is decoded 
for the CP, and up to 4 are decoded and broadcasted 
to the LPA. 

In order to support efficient operation of the PE ar- 
ray, an user programmable background data transfer 
controller (figure 1) is included for hiding data trans- 
fer overheads between collection of all PE memories 
(RAM blocks) and the external SDRAM. Under multi 
chip configuration, the PE data transfer and SR inter- 
connection pins are connected in order to form a larger 
LPA in which all PEs operates in a synchronous way. 
The CPDATA bus is used for gathering status infor- 
mation of all PEs, or data broadcast from a specific 
PE to all other PEs. 

2.2 Parallelizing Methods 

Beside the straightforward row wise operation of 
pixel data by all PEs for performing image filters, the 
combination of the LPA configuration with the indexed 
addressing capability, which is enabled by assigning 
each PE a separate RAM block, provides a base for 
parallel implementation of various image processing 
tasks[6] [7]. 
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(b) An example of applying region growning on 
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;ure 2: Indexed Addressing based Parallel Execution 

Figure 2(a) shows three indexed addressing based 
basic parallelizing methods: 1)row-systolic method for 
parallelizing collective operations such as grey level his- 
togram calculation and area/variance measurement of 
each connected components. 2) slant-systolic method 
for parallelizing raster scan type operation such as 
distance transform and dither transform, and 3) au- 
tonomous method for parallelizing propagation based 
algorithms such as connected component labeling, re- 
gion growing, and active contour based segmentations. 
An example of detecting road area by an autonomous 
method based region growing is shown in figure 2(b). 

2.3 Automatic Video Data Mapping 

Automatic background video data mapping to each 
PE is achieved by using an asynchronous SR struc- 
ture(Figure 3(a)(b)), An SR is further consisted of 4 
sub-SRs and operate in video clock. Video data are 
shifted into the 4 sub-SRs in parallel with the PE 
execution. Whenever a video data line is completely 
shifted in, an interrupt signal is generated by the CP's 
Video Interrupt Signal Generator. The interrupt signal 
in turn invokes a software interrupt routine to transfer 
one video data line from the sub-SRs to the PE RAM 
block or to the external SDRAM, and in exchange store 
one video data line into the same sub-SRs for video 
data output. The inter-connection between the 4x8b 
sub-SRs is configurable into any of the 4 modes shown 
in Figure 3(a), to enable mapping of up to 4 columns 
of video data to each PE. This functionality enables 
mapping of source video data whose horizontal pixel 
number exceeds 128, the PE number, onto a single 
chip IMAP-CE system. Figure 3(b) shows examples 
of mapping a 256 column wide video data onto a single 
chip system (left) or onto a two chip system (right), 
respectively using the mode 2 and mode 1 connection 
of sub-SF&. 
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(a) Four modes of sub-SR interconnection hetween adjacent PEs. 
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(c) The intmpt signal issue timing in conjunction with video signals. 

Figure 3: Video data 110 functionalities 



Six interrupt signals, ODDSTART to  EVENEND, 
as shown in figure 3(c), are generated by the Video In- 
terrupt Signal Generator (figure 1) according to the 
HSYNC, HVALID, and VVALID video signals that 
designate the valid period of respectively horizontal 
and vertical scan of video data. LINOFF, PIXOFF, 
PIXPLN, and VLINES are special registers whose 
value can be changed to  control the timing of issuing 
the above six interrupt signals, and also to  adjust the 
target video data region cutting out from the NTSC or 
PAL formatted video data as input video data. 

3 Software Environment 

Programmability is another important feature of 
IMAP-CE. The software environment, running on the 
host PC, is consisted of an optimizing VLIW compiler 
for 1DC (One Dimensional C) [7], a source-level debug- 
ger with graphical user interface, over a hundred of 
image processing library functions, and a visual pro- 
gramming tool calls VPlDC, for automatic communi- 
cation between the C program running on the host PC 
and the 1DC program running on IMAP-CE. 
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Figure 4: The 1DC Optimizing Compiler 

3.1 The Extended C Language 

1DC is designed as a data parallel C language, with 
enhancements limited only to  essential necessities for 
the sake of clarity, and also for the support of a virtual 
LPA. The enhancement of 1DC from C is straightfor- 
ward: (a) extended declaration of entities which as- 
sociated to  the P E  array using the sep (or separate) 
keyword, (b) extended constructs for selecting active 
processor groups such as mif. . .[melse. . .I, mwhile. . ., 
and mfor(. . .;. . .;. . .), and assuming E,,, and E,,, re- 
spectively as a sep and a scalar expression, (c) extended 
operators for manipulating data on the PE array such 
as " E,,, : CE.,, :I" for extracting the scalar element 
of Ed,, on the E,,,th PE, " : >E,,," and " : <Egepn re- 
spectively for referring to  the scalar element of E,,, lo- 
cated a t  its left and right adjacent PEs, and " :&&EaePn 
and ":I1 E,,," respectively for producing a scalar en- 
tity whose value is the logical AND and OR of every 
scalar element of E,,,. Following is the 1DC descrip- 
tion of a simple thresholding operation, in which the 
mif. . .[melse. . .] construct is used, and a 3 x 3  average 
filtering operation, in which the sum of each local 3 x 3  
pixels are obtained by, combining the sum of three 1 x 3  
pixels produced by each PE, with that produced by its 
two adjacent PEs using the " :>E,,," and " : <E,,," 
operators. 

rep unsigned char arc [MOW] ,dot [MOW] ; 
void binarize(int thres) 
4 
'int i; 
for(i-1; i<NROW-1; i++) 

mif (rrc[i]>thres) drt [i]=Oxff; melse drt [il-0; 
1 
void average-f iltero 
I 
'sep unrigned int acc; 
int i; 

for(i=l; i<NROW-1; i++)C 
acc = arc [i-11 + arc [il + srcCi+ll; 
acc += (:<acc + :>act); 
dst [il = (acc / 9);  

1 
1 

A significant feature of the 1DC compiler for IMAP- 
CE is the virtualization of number of PE and video data 
mapping, by which modification of source codes is not 
required even if the number of chips or the video data 
mapping of the running system changes. 

3.2 A Visual Programming Tool 

VPlDC provides a graphical user interface which 
helps users to build applications containing a mixture 
of library function blocks written in C and 1DC. By 
drawing& connection between a C function block and 
an 1DC function block, an executable file can be gen- 
erated, which automatically maps respectively the exe- 
cution of C functions to  the host PC processor and the 
execution of 1DC functions to  IMAP-CE, while estab- 
lishing communications between them. Figure 5 shows 
a canvas window snap shot of VPlDC, in which a 1DC 
function and a C function is connected, with additional 
scale and radiobutton tools for runtime adjustment of 
arguments and control flows, and thumbnail windows, 
which can be magnified for detail inspection under re- 
quest, in order to observe resulting image data output 
of any function block. 

Figure 5: Visual Programming Tool 

4 Performance Estimation 

Figure 6 compared the estimated processing time 
for some image filter functions using 250x240 gray scale 
images, between 1) running 1DC codes on a single chip 
IMAP-CE, 2) running hand-written assembly functions 
using MMXISSE instructions, and 3) running conven- 
tional C codes on a desktop PC. 

Figure 6 shows that 1DC codes running on a sin- 
gle chip lOOMHz IMAP-CE are about, 3 to 30 times 
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Figure 6: Performance evaluation using Image filters 

faster than corresponding hand-written assembly func- 
tions, and 10 to 50 times faster than corresponding C 
functions, running on an 2.8GHz desktop PC. 

Figure 7 shows a sample result of a lane-mark and 
vehicle detectionltracking function developed in 1DC 
for ICC applications[8][9]. In order to improve the per- 
formance under reduced visibility conditions, various 
image processing techniques are required, thus con- 
sumes additional computation power. The process- 
ing time of IMAP-CE compared with that of IMAP- 
VISION(51 is also shown in figure 7. IMAP-VISION 
is a full size PC1 card, a predecessor system operat- 
ing at 40MHz, and consisting of 256 PEs by an eight 
chip configuration using IMAP-V, a predecessor chip 
of IMAP-CE. Figure 7 shows that a single chip IMAP- 
CE, which is about three times faster than an IMAP- 
VISION system, can achieve a robust lane-mark and 
vehicle detectionltracking function in video rate. The 
result demonstrates its high potential as a compact en- 
gine for ICC applications that require crucial real-time 
responses. 

5 Conclusion 

Hardware features of IMAP-CE are its concurrent 
video data I/O capability based on the shift-registers, 
high memory-processor bandwidth and performance 
produced by a 128 4-way VLIW processing element 
and memory integration, and the scalability and pro- 
grammability originated from a SIMD linear array 
P E  configuration. Performance of codes written in 
lDC, an extended parallel C language, and runs on 
a lOOMHz single chip IMAP-CE are estimated to be 
about 3 to 50 times better than corresponding assembly 
codes or C codes running on an 2.8GHz general pur- 
pose processor. A robust lane-mark and preceding ve- 
hicle detectionltracking function for ICC applications 
are estimated to achieve a real-time performance us- 
ing a single chip IMAP-CE system. We believe that, 
IMAP-CE can fulfill the size, power and performance 
requirements, for embedded systems that require high 
performance to fulfill real-time restrictions. 
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Figure 7: Performance evaluation of ICC applications 
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